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Abstract
Rice (Oryza sativa) is one of the most important cereal
crops in the world, especially in Asian areas. Rice virus
diseases are considered as the most serious threat to rice
yields. Most rice viruses are transmitted by hemipteran
insects such as planthoppers and leafhoppers. In Asia five
rice viruses are transmitted mainly by three planthopper
species in a persistent manner: Rice stripe virus, Rice
black-streaked dwarf virus, Rice ragged stunt virus, Rice
grassy stunt virus, and Southern rice black-streaked dwarf
virus. In rice antivirus studies, several individual genes
have been shown to function in rice resistance to viruses.
Since plant responses to viral infection are complex,
system-level omic studies are required to fully understand
the responses. Recently more and more omic studies have
appeared in the literatures on relationships between
planthoppers and viruses, employing microarray, RNA-Seq,
small RNA deep sequencing, degradome sequencing, and
proteomic analysis. In this paper, we review the current
knowledge and progress of omic studies in rice plant
responses and resistance to four planthopper-borned
viruses. We also discuss progress in the omic study of the
interactions of planthoppers and rice viruses. Future
research directions and translational applications of
fundamental knowledge of virus-vector-rice interactions are
proposed.
Introduction
Rice (Oryza sativa) is one of the most important cereal
crops in the world, second only to corn in worldwide crop
production. Rice crop is planted in almost all Asian
countries, in most of South and Central America, and in
some of central and eastern Africa. More than 80% of the
world's rice is cultivated in South, East and South-East
Asian regions (Welch et al., 2010). The average yield of
unhulled rice in Mainland China is 130 million metric tons
(MMt), which account for about 36% of the world
production. Other major rice production areas are located
in India (95 MMt), Indonesia (37 MMt), and Bangladesh (30
MMt). Therefore, any disease that reduces rice yields
significantly affects the well-being of the Asian population
and beyond. Rice virus disease is known as rice cancer
and causes a serious threat to rice production in SouthEast Asian countries (Ou, 1985). For example, from 2005
to 2006, more than 485,000 ha of rice plantation area in
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southern Vietnam were severely affected by viral diseases,
resulting in the loss of 828,000 tons of rice valued at US
$120 million (Du et al., 2007). To ensure global food
supplies for meeting the challenge of continuous population
growth, controlling the outbreaks of various rice viruses is
crucial.
More than 30 viruses are reported to infect rice (Abo and
Sy, 1998). Most rice viruses are transmitted by hemipteran
insects (Huo et al., 2014), which are efficient vectors
because they are able to transmit viruses into specific plant
tissues using their piercing-sucking mouthparts. In Asia,
eight rice viruses are transmitted by planthoppers or
leafhoppers in a persistent manner: Rice stripe virus (RSV,
Tenuivirus), Rice dwarf virus (RDV, Reoviridae), Rice gall
dwarf virus (RGDV, Reoviridae), Rice ragged stunt virus
(RRSV, Reoviridae), Rice yellow stunt virus (RYSV,
Rhabdoviridae), Rice grassy stunt virus (RGSV,
Tenuivirus), Rice black-streaked dwarf virus (RBSDV,
Reoviridae), and Southern rice black-streaked dwarf virus
(SRBSDV, Reoviridae) (Uehara-Ichiki et al., 2013). RSV
and RBSDV are transmitted by the small brown
planthopper Laodelphax striatellus (Fallen). RRSV and
RGSV are transmitted by the brown planthopper
Nilaparvata lugens (Stål). SRBSDV is transmitted by the
whitebacked planthopper Sogatella furcifera (Horvath)
(Hibino, 1996). In America, Rice hoja blanca virus (RHBV,
Tenuivirus) is the most important rice virus and transmitted
by the planthopper Sogatodes orizicola (Muir) in a
persistent manner (Hibino, 1996). In Africa, Rice stripe
necrosis virus (RSNV, Benyvirus) and Rice yellow mottle
virus (RYMV, Sobemovirus) are transmitted by the soilinhabiting fungal pathogen Polymyxa graminis and leaf
beetles, respectively (Uehara-Ichiki et al., 2013).
Plants have developed elaborate and effective defense
mechanisms to resist infection by viruses, including
hypersensitive and necrotic resistance, systemic necrosis
response, systemic acquired resistance, R gene-mediated
response, ubiquitin proteasome system-mediated
resistance, and RNA silencing (Soosaar et al., 2005;
Mandadi and Scholthof, 2013; Palukaitis and Carr, 2008).
More significant advances in the understanding of plant
innate immunity resistance to viruses have been gained
mainly from the model systems of dicotyledonous plants,
such as tobacco Nicotiana benthamiana, Arabidopsis
thaliana, and tomato Solanum lycopersicum (Mandadi and
Scholthof, 2013). However, quite few studies focus on
viruses that infect monocot plants such as rice and
gramineous plants. Several individual genes have been
shown to function in rice resistance to viruses. A recessive
resistance gene, eukaryotic translation initiation factor
eIF(iso)4G1, confers resistance against Rice yellow mottle
virus (RYMV) (Albar et al., 2006) by a mutation disrupting
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its interaction with the viral genome-linked protein (VPg)
(Hébrard et al., 2010). The defense genes PR1a
(pathogenesis-related class 1a), PAL (phenylalanine
ammonia-lyase), CHS (chalcone synthase), and Gns1 (1,3;
1,4-β-glucanase) play roles in the defense responses to
RSV (Hao et al., 2011). Recently a resistant allele of
sulfotransferase STV11 (STV11-R) is extensively proven to
confer durable RSV resistance in rice (Wang et al., 2014).
STV11-R encodes a sulfotransferase catalysing the
conversion of salicylic acid (SA) into sulphonated SA,
whereas the gene product encoded by the susceptible
allele STV11-S loses this activity.
Since plant responses to viral infection are complex and
relate to many kinds of physiological processes, systemlevel omic studies are required to fully understand the
responses. Recently more and more omic studies appear
in rice antivirus realm, employing microarray, nextgeneration deep-sequencing techniques such as RNA-Seq,
small RNA deep sequencing, degradome sequencing, and
proteomic analysis. In this paper, we review important
progress in omic studies in rice responses and resistance
to planthopper-borned viruses and the interaction between
insect vectors and viruses.
Rice molecular responses to RSV
Rice stripe virus (RSV), a member of the genus Tenuivirus,
causes rice stripe disease. The typical symptoms of this
disease are the formation of stripes on leaves and necrosis
of newly emerged leaf blades, eventually leading to
complete stunt of rice growth (Takahashi et al., 1991). RSV
has a thin, filamentous shape and no envelope. The
genome consists of four single-stranded RNA segments,
and the average length of each particle containing RNA1-4
is 510, 610, 840, and 2,110 nm, respectively, after the
separation of RNAs by sucrose density gradient
centrifugation (Ishikawa et al., 1989). RNA1 is negativesense and encodes a 337-kDa protein referred to as the
RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp). RNAs 2-4 are
ambisense and encode NS2, NSvc2 (putative membrane
glycoprotein), NS3 (gene silencing suppressor), CP
(nucleocapsid protein), SP (nonstructural disease-specific
protein), and NSvc4 (movement protein) (Kakutani et al.,
1990, 1991; Zhu et al., 1992; Takahashi et al., 1993;
Toriyama et al., 1994; Xiong et al., 2008, 2009).
Several genome-wide transcriptome analyses of rice in
response to RSV infection have been performed. A 60-mer
custom oligomicroarray containing 43,494 oligo probes
representing 59,000 rice gene loci was used to examine
time-course (3, 6, 9, and 12 d after infection) transcriptome
changes in RSV-infected rice plants (Satoh et al., 2010).
The results revealed that 9,788 genes were differentially
expressed between RSV-infected and mock-inoculated
plants at least at one of the time points. RSV infection led
to the activation of protein-synthesis machineries and
energy production in the mitochondrion while energy
production in the chloroplast and synthesis of cell-structure
components were suppressed. The transcription of genes
related to host-defence systems under hormone signals
and those for gene silencing were activated at the later
infection phase (Satoh et al., 2010).
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A systemic gene analysis method, combining gene
expression profiles and known quantitative trait loci (QTL)
information, was developed to identify putative rice genes
associated with RSV infection and resistance (Kim et al.,
2012). Using an Agilent-012106 Rice Oligo Microarray
G4138A, 237 genes showed differential expression
between the RSV-resistant and RSV-susceptible nearisogenic lines, of which 11 genes were selected based on
known QTL. Among 417 genes showing differential
expression between RSV-infected and uninfected plants,
20 genes were selected as RSV resistance factor
candidates. For the 31 candidates, 21 genes were further
analyzed with a network model to delineate their potential
associations with RSV resistance-related processes. The
network revealed several functional modules: gene
silencing, NB-ARC-containing protein, protein folding,
translation factor, and DEAD-box RNA helicase modules.
Among the 31 potential resistance factor candidates, seven
genes overlapped with the RSV infection-related genes
previously reported by Satoh et al. (2010). These seven
genes encode a NB-ARC containing protein, heparan-αglucosaminide N-acetyltransferase, zinc knuckle domain
containing protein, PMR5 homolog, translation initiation
factor, and two DEAD-box RNA helicases (Kim et al.,
2012).
Next-generation deep-sequencing techniques such as
RNA-Seq have been applied to investigate the alteration in
gene expression of rice in response to RSV infection. By
de novo transcriptome assembling, 648 and 937 genes
were differentially expressed from the disease-resistant
and the susceptible varieties in early interaction with RSV
(2 d after inoculation by RSV-borne L. striatellus),
respectively (Zheng et al., 2013). Among these differently
expressed genes, 12 peroxidase biosynthesis genes, 4
glycine-rich cell wall structural protein genes, and a
cellulose synthase gene were upregulated, probably
resulting in lignification and strengthening of cell walls.
Moreover, 12 LRR receptor-like protein kinase genes and 6
genes coding pathogenesis-related proteins that were all
related to disease resistance, signal transduction and the
hypersensitive necrosis reaction were downregulated.
Deep-sequencing techniques are also used to characterize
the small RNA profiles of rice plants infected by RSV. RNA
silencing, mediated by small RNAs including microRNAs
(miRNAs) and small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), is a
widespread antiviral or antibacterial mechanism (Ding and
Voinnet, 2007; Ding, 2010; Padmanabhan, et al., 2009). Du
et al. (2011) reported that a number of the known miRNAs
showed significant changes in expression in RSV-infected
rice plants; expressions of miR156b, miR159a1, miR164a,
miR166, miR167a, miR1884b, miR393b, miR396e and
miR528 were downregulated, whereas miR535, miR390
and miR171 were upregulated. The expression levels of
other known miRNAs were dramatically changed due to
RSV infection (Guo et al., 2015). Furthermore, RSV
infection induced the expression of novel miRNAs in a
phased pattern from several conserved miRNA precursors,
and enhanced the accumulation of some rice miRNA*s, but
not their corresponding miRNAs. These include miRNA*s
for some members of the families miR160, miR166,
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miR167, miR171, miR396 and miRNA* of miR1318,
miR1425, miR159a, miR168, miR172d, miR390, miR444b.
2 and miR528. RSV infection also induced the
accumulation of phased siRNAs from a particular
precursor. The expression levels of the genes of RNA
silencing machinery, OsDCLs and OsAGOs, were elevated
by RSV infection (Du et al., 2011).
In RSV-infected rice, novel abundant miRNAs (with a
minimum of 100 sequencing reads) were identified from
deep-sequenced small RNA libraries (Guo et al., 2012).
Seven novel miRNAs whose precursor sequences have
not previously been described were recognized, five of
which were over-expressed while the other two were downexpressed in RSV-infected rice after verified with real-time
PCR. Predicted targets for the seven novel miRNAs were
involved in gene expression, signal transduction, energy
metabolism, and even resistance to disease. In addition, 23
putative novel miRNAs that were newly produced from
known miRNA precursors were also identified, three of
which were down-expressed and the other 20 were
probably unchanged in RSV-infected rice. However, Guo et
al. (2015) reported that no specific novel miRNA species
were induced by RSV infection in both wild-type or
transgenic rice plants.
Rice molecular responses to RGSV
Rice grassy stunt virus (RGSV) is another member of the
genus Tenuivirus in a thin filamentous shape. The genome
of RGSV is composed of six ambisense single-stranded
RNA segments (RNA1-6) containing 12 open reading
frames (Ramirez, 2008). RGSV RNA1, 2, 5, and 6
correspond to the four RNA segments of RSV, but RGSV
RNA1 is ambisense while RSV RNA1 is negative sense.
RGSV RNA3 and 4 are unique in this genus. RGSV forms
a group distinct from the other tenuiviruses in phylogeny
(Ramirez, 2008). Rice plants infected with RGSV show
pronounced leaf yellowing (chlorosis), stunting, and excess
tillering (branching) (Shikata et al., 1980). Chlorosis and
stunting are also observed in plants infected with other
tenuiviruses, whereas excess tillering is a specific symptom
for RGSV infection. RGSV-infected rice cells contain
masses of fibrils in the nuclei and cytoplasm, and
membrane-bound bodies with fibrils in the cytoplasm
(Hibino, 1986).
Fewer researches have explored the gene responses of
rice to RGSV infection compared to the researches on RSV
infection. Only one study reported the relationship between
gene responses of rice and symptoms induced by RGSV
(Satoh et al., 2013). A total of 8,203 genes were differently
expressed between RGSV- and mock-inoculated plants.
RGSV infection suppressed both cell wall formation and
cell elongation in rice through downregulating genes of
cellulose synthase (-like), arabinogalactan proteins, and
expansin proteins, associating with the stunting symptom.
Activation of RCN1 and Ostill1 alone may contribute to the
development of excess tillers in RGSV-infected plants.
RGSV infection inhibited chlorophyll synthesis and
promoted degradation of chlorophyll, accounting for leaf
yellowing symptom. For plant hormone metabolism and
signaling, RGSV infection inhibited the accumulation of
Curr. Issues Mol. Biol. Vol. 19. Omics in Plant Disease Resistance. Vijai Bhadauria (Editor).
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auxin in rice, but activated the IAA signaling process.
RGSV activated genes were also involved in inactivation of
gibberellic acid and indole-3-acetic acid. The genes for
strigolactone signaling were suppressed by RGSV.
Rice molecular responses to RBSDV
Rice black-streaked dwarf virus (RBSDV) belongs to the
genus Fijivirus within the family Reoviridae, and can infect
rice and maize, leading to rice black streaked dwarf
disease and maize rough dwarf diseases, respectively
(Zhang et al., 2001). The plants infected with RBSDV are
characterized by dwarfing, leaf dark greening, white tumors
or black streaked swellings along the veins on the back of
leaf blades and stems (Kuribayashi and Shinkai, 1952).
The genome of RBSDV consists of 10 double-stranded
RNA (dsRNA) segments (S1-S10) (Milne et al., 2005).
Protein P1, encoded by S1, is a putative RNA-dependent
RNA polymerase. P2 and P4 are the major core structural
protein and outer shell B-like protein, respectively (Zhang
et al., 2001). S8 and S10 encode the major inner caspid
and outer caspid proteins, respectively. Apart from serving
as the inner caspid protein, P8 can enter into the nucleus
and play a role in the inhibition of transcription (Liu et al.,
2007). P6 is likely to be a silencing suppressor (Zhang et
al., 2005). Both P7-1 and P9-1, encoded by S7 and S9,
each of which contains two open reading frames, are
involved in the formation of the tubular structure and
viroplasm during infection, respectively (Isogai et al., 1998;
Zhang et al., 2009).
A global proteome change of rice after a 50-day RBSDV
infection was investigated (Xu et al., 2013). Of around 1800
protein spots detected on two-dimensional electrophoresis,
72 spots showed at least a 1.5-fold significant change in
abundance, among which 69 spots were successfully
identified by MALDI-TOF/TOF-MS and corresponded to 45
proteins. These proteins were ascribed to 12 functional
clusters, including defense and stress related proteins,
photosynthesis, redox homeostasis, energy pathway,
amino acid metabolism, carbohydrate metabolism,
nucleotide metabolism, transcription and translation, cell
wall modifications, plant hormone responses, signal
transduction and virus proteins. Most of the differently
expressed proteins related to defense and stress response
were upregulated while most proteins related to
photosynthesis were downregulated, indicating that
RBSDV infection triggers defense and stress responses
while impairing photosynthesis.
RBSDV-responsive miRNAs in rice leaves and roots were
explored using small RNA and degradome sequencing
technology (Sun et al., 2015). In this study, five miRNAs in
leaf tissue were up-regulated and nine were downregulated, while in the roots, nine miRNAs were upregulated and seven were downregulated as a result of
virus infection. Five miRNAs (miR166abcdf, miR169 hijklm,
miR408, miR827 and miR1428e) responded similarly in
roots and leaves, but the other miRNAs had tissue-specific
responses. Three miRNAs changed significantly in the
roots but not in the leaves (i.e. miR394, miR397 and
miR530), while three others changed in the leaves, but not
in the roots (miR162, miR398 and miR1862d). miR159ab,
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miR171 and miR1432 changed significantly in both tissues
but in opposite directions. Thus, a differential regulation of
the accumulation of rice miRNAs appears in different
tissues in response to RBSDV infection. High-throughput
degradome sequencing technology has been used to
characterize conserved and non-conserved miRNA targets
from rice (Wu et al., 2009). Through this approach, a total
of 104 target transcripts for 17 conserved and 16 nonconserved miRNAs were associated with RBSDV infection.
These targets included protein kinase, zinc finger proteins,
nuclear transcription factors, copper amine oxidase, IAAalanine resistance protein, E3 ubiquitin ligase, etc. These
miRNA targets probably play essential regulatory roles in
various aspects of plant growth and development (Sun et
al., 2015).
Rice molecular responses to SRBSDV
SRBSDV is a recently identified virus and causes Southern
rice black-streaked dwarf disease throughout East and
Southeast Asia since the mid-2000s. SRBSDV is currently
ascribed to the genus Fijivirus of the family Reoviridae
(Wang et al., 2010a). SRBSDV resembles RBSDV in
disease symptoms, viral particles, and genome structure.
The virions of SRBSDV are icosahedral particles 70-75 nm
in diameter (Zhou et al., 2013). The viral genome contains
ten linear dsRNA segments, named S1-S10, encoding 13
proteins. S5, S7, and S9 each encode two proteins, while
the other segments each encode one. S1-S4, S8, and S10
of SRBSDV encode putative structural proteins: RNAdependent RNA polymerase, major core structural protein,
capping enzyme, outer shell B-spike protein, minor core
protein, and major outer capsid protein, respectively
(Zhang et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2010a). P6, P5-1 and
P9-1 might participate in the genesis and maturation of the
viroplasms induced by fijiviruses in insect vector cells (Mao
et al., 2013). P7-1 is the major component of the tubules
and maybe a virus movement protein (Liu et al., 2011).
P9-1 is the major component of the viroplasm and is vital
for viral proliferation in insect vectors (Jia et al., 2012).
Microarray profiling was performed to identify miRNA
expression regulation patterns in SRBSDV-infected rice
plants across four time points (3, 9, 15, and 20 days postinoculation, dpi) (Xu et al., 2014). Of 309 investigated rice
miRNAs, 56 miRNAs responded to SRBSDV infection at
least at one time point. Fourteen miRNAs belonging to six
families (miR164, miR396, miR530, miR1846, miR1858,
and miR2097) were significantly regulated at 20 dpi. Some
members of the miR164, miR396, miR530, and miR1846
families were positively or negatively correlated with their
respective targets, whereas in more cases the rice miRNAs
were not in correlation with their targets along the postinoculation period. The reported functions of the target
genes of the miR164, miR396, miR530, miR1846, and
miR1858 families are associated with symptom
development.
In conclusion, the viruses RSV, RGSV, or RBSDV regulate
gene expression of various physiological processes in rice
plants (Figure 1). Genes involved in translation, protein
processing, nucleotide metabolism, amino acid
metabolism, energy production in mitochondria, gene
Curr. Issues Mol. Biol. Vol. 19. Omics in Plant Disease Resistance. Vijai Bhadauria (Editor).
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silencing, pathogenesis-related activity, and stressresponse are all activated. Genes involved in
photosynthesis in the chloroplast, lipid metabolism, cell
wall, and cytoskeleton are repressed. Hormone synthesis
is also perturbed. The miRNA-mediated RNA silencing
response in rice is quite different towards the infection of
RBSDV and SRBSDV although the two viruses share
many characters in disease symptoms and genome
structure. The miRNAs or miRNA*s of the families miR159,
miR160, and miR535 are upregulated while members of
the families miR396 and miR164 are downregulated in the
rice infected by RSV or SRBSDV. The miRNAs or miRNA*s
of the families miR166 and miR396 are upregulated while
members of the family miR393 are downregulated in the
rice infected by RSV or RBSDV (Figure 2). The majority of
miRNAs shows a different response to different viruses.
Molecular responses of insect vectors to rice viruses
Owing to excellent mobility, insects are considered as
outstanding vectors for plant pathogens. Much research on
the transmission mechanisms of plant viruses in insect
vectors has been undertaken to explore the reasons for the
specificity of some insects as vectors and what molecules
are required for viral transmission (Huo et al., 2014; Huang
et al., 2015). Virus transmission consists of several
essential processes in insect vectors: acquisition of virus
from an infected plant, retention or replication of virus at
specific organs, and release of virus from salivary glands
upon salivation (Andret-Link and Fuchs, 2005). Based on
the retention period in insect vectors, viruses are divided
into three categories: non-persistent, semi-persistent, and
persistent (Nault and Ammar, 1989). Persistent viruses are
further classified as persistent-circulative (mostly nonpropagative) or persistent-propagative based on their
replication features (Nault, 1997). RSV, RGSV, RBSDV,
and SRBSDV are transmitted by planthoppers in a
persistent-propagative way. None of the four viruses can be
transmitted by seeds or by introducing biologically active
plant-derived viruses into plant cells through wounds or
abrasions on the leave surface (Ling, 1972; Abo and Sy,
1998; Wang et al., 2010b). This fact indicates that
persistent-propagative viruses are extremely dependent on
and share complicated interactions with insect vectors.
Here we highlight recent advances in the understanding of
molecular interactions between rice viruses and their
planthopper vectors at omic levels.
The first omic study on the molecular response of
planthoppers to rice viruses was a comparative
transcriptome analysis on the RSV-borne and naïve L.
striatellus by 454-FLX high-throughput pyrosequencing
(Zhang et al., 2010). A total of 16,885 contigs and 24,607
singletons (a total of 41,492 unigenes) were generated
from viruliferous and naïve L. striatellus. Innate immunity
regulatory genes of L. striatellus in antivirus related
cascades, such as RNA interference (RNAi), JAK/STAT,
and Imd cascade genes, were retrieved. However, there
was no substantial difference in the transcript abundance
of putative RNAi related genes between viruliferous and
naïve samples of L. striatellus. This is in accordance with
the results in Drosophila melanogaster, where insect RNAi
pathway genes are constitutively expressed and are not
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Figure 1. The physiological processes of rice plants affected by viruses RSV, RGSV, or RBSDV. The process in red is activated and the process in blue is suppressed by
viruses. The information is from Satoh et al., 2010, 2013, Kim et al., 2012, and Xu et al., 2013.

upregulated by viral infection (Carpenter et al., 2009).
Genes encoding vitellogenin, transferrin, ribosomal
proteins L4 and L15, malic enzyme, G-protein, ATP-citrate
synthase, and mitochondrial ATP synthase alpha subunit
were upregulated in the viruliferous samples.
Another study on the interaction between RSV and L.
striatellus by 454-pyrosequencing obtained a total of 2,555
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contigs and 33,808 singletons (Lee et al., 2013). The gene
expression pattern revealed that 453 and 428 contigs were
upregulated and downregulated, respectively, in the
viruliferous L. striatellus, Genes related to folding, sorting
and degradation, and cellular process were significantly
upregulated while genes related to translation and
xenobiotics metabolism were downregulated when
compared with those of the naïve samples. The
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Figure 2. The known miRNA families of rice plants responding to the infection of RSV, RBSDV, or SRBSDV. Members of these families include miRNAs or miRNA*s. The
family in red is upregulated and the family in blue is downregulated by viruses. The information is from Du et al., 2011, Guo et al., 2012, Xu et al., 2014, and Sun et al.,
2015.

upregulation of genes encoding vitellogenin, ribosomal
protein 1, 2, 3 and 4, and heat shock protein 1 and 2, and
the downregulation of genes encoding translation initiation
factor 1, 2 and 3 in the viruliferous L. striatellus were further
confirmed by real-time quantitative PCR. These RSVregulated genes possibly have important roles in the
physiology of L. striatellus, transmission of RSV, and RSV
and L. striatellus interaction.
The interaction between S. furcifera and SRBSDV has also
been investigated by de novo transcriptome assembling
and massive parallel pyrosequencing using the Illumina
Hiseq2000 platform (Xu et al., 2012). A total of 81,388
unigenes were obtained from two transcriptomes of
SRBSDV-infected and naïve S. furcifera, and 58% of the
differentially expressed genes were upregulated in the
viruliferous samples. Genes involved in protein synthesis
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and amino acid metabolism were downregulated by
SRBSDV infection, while a large percentage of the genes
involved in lipid metabolism and lipogenic compound
metabolism were upregulated. SRBSDV infection
perturbed the cell cycle, cytoskeleton organization, and
ubiquitin-proteasome pathways. A majority of ubiquitinproteasome pathway genes were downregulated.
Furthermore, SRBSDV infection activated the immunity
regulatory systems of S. furcifera, such as RNAi,
autophagy, lysosome, melanization, and antimicrobial
peptide production. Dicer 1 and Dicer 2 of S. furcifera were
upregulated by SRBSDV infection, while no substantial
difference in the expression levels of putative RNAi related
genes was found in the L. striatellus with RSV infection
(Zhang et al., 2010). These differences may be caused by
the diversity among the replication cycles of the two viruses
or the vector defense systems.
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Future prospects
A better understanding of the molecular interactions among
virus, insect vector, and rice plant will require the
integration of multiple approaches and collaboration among
plant pathologists, molecular biologists, and entomologists.
Exploitation of natural genetic sources of resistance is one
of more promising approaches available to protect rice
from virus infection. Unfortunately, very few naturallyoccurring rice genes have been identified that confer
resistance against rice viruses.
Genetically engineering rice is a potential strategy to
control viral diseases. One of the most promising methods
to confer resistance against rice viruses is the use of RNAi
through the expression of dsRNA, enabling us to apply this
technology to silence the expression of both specific
endogenous genes and genes of invading pathogens.
However, not all RNAi constructs against viral RNAs are
equally effective in preventing virus infection. It is important
to target viral genes that play critical roles in viral infection
and proliferation at an early stage of viral replication.
Transgenic rice plants that harbour RNAi constructs
against pC1 (RdRp), pC3 (CP) or pC4 (NSvc4, movement
protein) are highly resistant to RSV infection, whereas
RNAi constructs against pC2 (NSvc2, membrane
glycoprotein) or p4 (SP) did not result in resistance to RSV
infection. Transgenic rice plants with the p2 (NS2) or p3
(NS3, gene silencing suppressor) constructs exhibit
moderate resistance against RSV infection (Shimizu et al.,
2011a). However, studies from other two groups showed
that SP RNAi transgenic rice showed resistance to RSV
infection (Ma et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2012). Transgenic
rice plants that express dsRNAs of the RGSV genes for the
nucleocapsid protein pC5 or movement protein pC6 are
strongly resistant to RGSV infection and did not allow the
virus proliferation (Shimizu et al., 2013). The P9-1 is a
viroplasm component protein of RBSDV, playing an
important role in viral proliferation. Rice plants with an RNA
interference construct against the P9-1 encoding gene are
completely resistant to RBSDV infection and no virus was
detectable after challenge with RBSDV (Shimizu et al.,
2011b).
Based on these related researches, we predict that
interfering with the expression of the outer capsid protein
S10, the movement protein P7-1, or the major viroplasm
component P9-1 should also be effective for controlling
SRBSDV infection in rice plants. In addition, the expression
of the RNAi constructs against virus genes does not affect
the morphology or growth of the rice plants, such as plant
height, number of tillers, and rice grain yields. Thus, the
use of RNAi to genetically engineer rice plants with
improved resistance against RSV, RGSV, RBSDV, and
SRBSDV is one of the most promising approaches to solve
these virus problems.
Blocking virus transmission within insect vectors would be
a new and effective strategy for control of rice virus disease
outbreak in fields. The interference can be effective at any
step during the virus transmission process in insect
vectors, i.e. acquisition, retention or replication, and
release of virus. Much work has focused on each process
Curr. Issues Mol. Biol. Vol. 19. Omics in Plant Disease Resistance. Vijai Bhadauria (Editor).
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at molecular or cellular levels (Hayakawa et al., 1992).
However, most persistent-propagative plant viruses are
extremely dependent on insect vectors to become
pathogenic. For example, RSV extracted from viruliferous
rice cannot infect healthy rice through mechanical
inoculation despite the various inoculation buffers,
conditions, techniques, and inoculum sources that have
been utilized (Ling, 1972). Our group recently successfully
inoculated RSV into rice leaves through midrib microinjection and found that insect-derived RSV induced a
typical stripe symptom, whereas plant-derived RSV only
produced chlorosis in rice leaves (unpublished data). The
non-pathogenicity of plant-derived RSV probably is caused
by the lack of required modifications in insect vectors.
Clarification of the mechanism by which persistent plant
viruses acquire pathogenicity from insect vectors will be an
outstanding breakthrough in unraveling the enigma of the
insect vector-dependency transmission mode, and also
provides a fascinating way to disarm plant viruses before
the battle with host plants. RNA-guided gene drives based
on the CRISPR nuclease Cas9 would be a promising
technique for spreading the virus-incompatibility trait
through wild populations of vector insects (Esvelt et al.,
2014). In conclusion, omic studies on interactions among
plant, virus, and insect vector will provide more new cues
to explore molecular mechanisms and control approaches
for rice virus diseases.
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